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Preface
After every disaster that takes place in the region a
number of experts invariably jump in and put forth
their expert opinion on the incidence and how the
same could have been averted. They do not fail to
quote something written on similar issue and allege
that the authorities have failed to pay heed to their
advice and hence the tragedy.
The incidence is also attributed to the ignorance and
apathy of the local communities and thus mass
awareness drive is invariably suggested for averting
similar incidences in future.
Even though the people living in this hazard prone
terrain have been successfully coping up with the
wrath of nature for generations, repeated and
widespread publicity harnessed by these experts
through various communication channels has
resulted in general psychological acceptance that
everything traditional or not backed by modern
scienti ic precepts is inferior and ineﬀective.
Actually speaking serious attempts have sparingly
been made to study and test the traditional wisdom
of the people on scienti ic logic as the very existence
i

of this is not recognised and is often considered as
being irrational.
The traditional practices are consequently
considered derogatory and alternatively high social
status has come to be associated with whatever that
comes from outside; building material, seeds and
manure / fertilizer, as also construction, resource
and disaster management practices.
This blame the victim syndrome has in fact
demoralised local communities and they are not left
with enough con idence to follow their traditional
genius.
In the long run this has enhanced vulnerability of the
masses and eroded their inherent adaptive
capability. The consultant driven approach to seek
solution to simple problems that masses had
routinely been managing has further complicated
the scenario and the solutions being oﬀered are
often economically unviable, socially unacceptable
and technologically non-feasible.
This publication is an eﬀort to highlight key
ingredients of the traditional resource management
practices of the indigenous people of Uttarakhand
Himalaya and establish logic for continuation of
these over generations, for no practice can really
ii

continue for long if it does not provide some superior
functional advantage.
Apart from others this is an attempt to reach the
academia together with research and scienti ic
fraternity with hope of some serious scienti ic
research on this important subject that in turn is sure
to provide some practical, economic, sustainable and
acceptable solutions to the problems being faced
recurrently by the people of this region.
Though large proportion of this publication is based
on the work of the author citation of other relevant
publications has been deliberately omitted to
maintain the low of the text and ensure ease of
reading. Contribution of the authors of all these
publications is gratefully acknowledged. The ones
interested in details of the references for the
purpose of scienti ic research and further reading
are requested to consult the research papers
available on this subject on the website of DMMC
(www.dmmc.uk.gov.in).
Support and cooperation of colleagues at DMMC is
gratefully acknowledged together with family
members (my parents; Rewati and Bishnu Singh
Rautela as also Manishha, Ishan and Aryan). But for
their support inalising this publication would not
have been possible.
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Bhupesh Bharati and Manoj Pande are thanked for
providing photographs while Goving Rautela is
thanked for typesetting. Bhavna Karki is particularly
thanked for the hard work done by her in the
inhospitable terrain to collect important data.
I look forward to your reaction on this publication
together with suggestions to improve the same and
make it more eﬀective

January, 2020
DMMC, Dehradun.

(Piyoosh Rautela)
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CHAPTER-1
The hazard prone terrain
Continued north–northeastward drift of the Indian
plate led to its subduction beneath the Eurasian
plate as also its consequent collision with the same
after the consumption of the intervening oceanic
crust. This resulted in the evolution of the Himalayan
mountain belt which involved upliftment ,
metamorphism, folding and shearing of rock mass of
the two plates involved in orogeny together with
sediments deposited in the intervening basin,
Tethys. Resultant physiographic and geo-tectonic
setup together with peculiar meteorological
conditions owed largely to stabilisation of southwest monsoon over the subcontinent make the
Himalayan region highly susceptible to a number of
hazards.
Drift of the Indian plate did not however end with its
collision with the Eurasian plate and evolution of the
Himalaya. The Indian plate continues to drift
north–northeastward and the same is responsible
for continuing cycle of accumulation and release of
energy generated in this process; hence the region
experiences frequent seismic tremors. In the
previous 122 years this region has witnessed seven
high magnitude earthquakes (Magnitude > 7 on
Richter Scale); Mw~8.0 Shillong, 1897, Mw~7.8
3

Kangara, 1905, Mw~8.2 Bihar–Nepal, 1934,
Mw~8.6 Assam now Arunachal, 1950, Mw~7.6
Kashmir, 2005, Mw~7.8 Gorkha, 2015, and Mw~ 7.3
Dolkha, 2015.
Regions between the rupture zones of these high
magnitude earthquakes are recognised as seismic
gaps that have accumulated potential slip for
generating future great earthquakes. Though
devastated by Mw~6.7 Uttarkashi, 1991 and
Mw~6.4 Chamoli, 1999 earthquakes the
Uttarakhand Himalaya falls in seismic gap of 1905
Kangra and 1934 Bihar - Nepal earthquakes and is
identi ied as a potential site for a future catastrophic
earthquake.
Mw~7.5 Garhwal, 1803 earthquake is recognised as
being the most recent major seismic event in this
4
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region. This earthquake was felt as far as Calcutta
and caused damage to Imambara in Lucknow, Qutub
Minar in Delhi, Masjid in Mathura and Fort in Aligarh
besides that in Garhwal Himalaya and is attributed
intensity of IX-X around Devprayag and Srinagar
along with magnitude Mw~7.5.
Rocking the entire northern India this earthquake
took place around 0135 hrs and caused widespread
damage in Garhwal Himalaya with around 300
people getting killed in Uttarkashi alone. Besides a
fort at Ojha Ghor and Chandreshwar temple in
Yamuna valley, temples at Badrinath, Kedarnath and
Gangotri were severely damaged in this event
together with Mahamaya and Daksheswar temples
at Haridwar, Gopinath temple at Gopeshwar,
Raghunath temple at Devprayag, Vishwanath temple
at Uttarkashi, Bhaskareshwar temple at Bhatwari
Sl. No.

Losses

Uttarkashi 1991 Chamoli 1999
(Mw~6.4)
(Mw~6.7)

1.

Human lives lost

786

106

2.

Injured humans

5,066

395

3.

Farm animals dead

3,096

327

4.

Fully damaged
house
Partially damaged
house

20,242

14,724

74,714

72,126

5.

5

and Tunganath temple at Makkumath.
The losses incurred in moderate magnitude
Uttarkashi, 1991 and Chamoli, 1999 earthquakes
highlight the vulnerability of infrastructure in this
region.
Earthquake is however not the only hazard faced by
this region and ever since the stabilization of
southwest monsoon over the subcontinent, owed to
upliftment of the Himalaya, the region has
experienced heavy rainfall, mostly restricted to the
monsoon period.
Localised and abnormally heavy precipitation
(cloud burst) which had been common in the region
often resulted in debris low, lash loods and
landslides. In the recent past loods in Alaknanda,
Mandakini and Bhagirathi river valleys in 2013,
2012, 2010 and 1970 have devastated many areas
along their bank.
Floods have however not been a new phenomenon
th
for this region and 25 August, 1894 breach of
landslide dammed Gohna lake caused massive
devastation along the course of Alaknanda river at
Chamoli, Srinagar, Devprayag and downstream
areas. Regular monitoring, assessment of the time of
breach and eﬀective warning dissemination
however averted human losses in this incidence.

6

The landslide of 6th September, 1893 brought down
around 500 crore cu m of debris which reduced the
discharge of Alaknanda river. District Surveyor T.H.
Holland was therefore sent along with one Army
personnel to investigate the causes thereof. After
ield investigations T.H. Holland reported Gohna Tal
having come into existence in the Birahi Ganga valley
and apprehended devastation due to its breach in
future.
Lt. Crookshank was accordingly given responsibility
of regular monitoring of lake level and discharge and
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a telegraph line was put in place for transmitting the
data.
Based on the data sent across Army engineers
th
assessed the date of breach as being 24 August,
1894. The habitations on lower reaches of
Alaknanda were accordingly evacuated and even 08
suspension bridges between Chamoli and Rishikesh
were dismantled.
Actual breach of the lake however took place one day
th
later on 25 August, 1894 and consequent release of
around 2832 lakh cu m water caused major loss of
property and infrastructure around Chamoli,
Srinagar and Devprayag. Due to precautionary
measures taken loss of human lives in this incidence
was however limited to one.
Gohna Tal continued to exist even after this breach
till 1970. In May 1968 another landslide dammed
lake was formed near the con luence of Dhwal Ganga
and Rishi Ganga. On 20th July 1970 breach of this lake
coincided with inal breach of Gohna Tal. This caused
massive loods in the Alaknanda valley resulting in
major devastation at Chamoli, Belakuchi and
Srinagar. After the lood of 1970 district headquarter
was shifted from Chamoli to Gopeshwar.
Landslides had been another common hazard in the
region particularly during the monsoon period and
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are often caused by enhanced pore water pressure
and reduced frictional forces due to the in iltration
of rainwater.
During the monsoon period of 1998 the region
witnessed major landslides and on 18 -19 August
Madhyamaheshwar and Kali Ganga valleys in the
catchment of Mandakini river experienced massive
landslides damming the low of Madhyamaheshwar
river and killing 101 persons. Bheti and Paundar
villages were completely overrun by landslide
debris in these incidences.
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At around the same time on 18th August, 1998
massive rock fall incidence took place around Malpa
on Indo-Nepal border in the Kali river valley. Taking
toll of the entire 9th Batch of Kailash–Mansarovar
Yatra including accomplished Odissi dancer Protima
Bedi this incidence was then a media highlight.
Around 250 persons were killed in this incidence.
Landslide or slope instability is however no new
phenomenon for this region and besides 6 t h
September, 1893 landslide in Birahi Ganga valley the
th
region was devastated by 18 September, 1880 Sher
– ka – Danda landslide of Nainital city which took
th
th
place after recorded 838 mm of rain on 17 and 18
September and resulted in death of 151 persons
including 43 Europeans. Old temple of Naina Devi
was overrun by landslide debris and the same was
later constructed at the site where temple bell was
recovered.
Sher – ka – Danda landslide is better known for postdisaster remedial measures that included
construction of storm water drains measuring
almost 32 km in length and restriction of
anthropogenic activities on vulnerable slopes
together with measures for restricting groundwater
in iltration and monitoring of slope movement
(1912-97).
Most agricultural operations in the region being
rainfed, failure, weakening or delay of the southwest
10

monsoon or winter rain often resulted in crop failure
or depleted productivity. In the recent times many
districts of the state have faced severe drought
conditions in 2006, 2008 and 2009.
Moreover, western disturbances often caused wind
and hail storms in the region resulting in signi icant
loss to horticultural crops. To add to it delayed or
reduced snowfall during winters deprived the
horticultural crops, particularly apple and walnut,
their due share of chilling hours and their untimely
coming out of dormancy resulted in early lowering
and reduced productivity.
The region at the same time faced shortage of
drinking water due to depleted winter snowfall
/rainfall and prolonged hot and dry spell during
summer months.
11

Forest ires were also common in the region and
caused environmental degradation together with
loss of faunal and loral diversity. These at the same
time enhanced the pace of other erosional processes.
During the previous decade, particularly during the
monsoon period, the region has witnessed extreme
hydro-meteorological events causing massive loss of
human lives besides in licting extensive damage to
infrastructure and property. Many researchers
attribute these events to climate change.
Increasing anthropogenic intervention is often held
responsible for increasing frequency of hazards in
this region but a number of disasters including 1998
Malpa rock fall and Madhyamaheshwar landslide as
also 2013 Kedarnath loods have occured in areas
free of major human interference and the region had
always been witnessing hazards of various sort.
Recurring disasters, as also seemingly increasing toll
of these, brings forth the dilemma of development
being faced by the region where both agrohorticultural and other developmental initiatives
are restricted by physiographic conditions and
availability of land. Limitation of space together with
fast rate of migration from rural areas and high pace
of urban population growth is resulting in
haphazard infrastructure development in the region
that further enhances its vulnerability to various
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hazards. It therefore becomes pertinent to review
practices that helped in sustaining human
populations in this hazard prone terrain.
People living in the region had been experiencing the
wrath of natural hazards from times immemorial
and despite there being no continuous and detailed
documentary evidence relating to the occurrence of
va r i o u s h a z a rd s , t h e s i t u a t i o n wa s n eve r
signi icantly diﬀerent.

13
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CHAPTER-2
The dilemma
The terrain being prone to natural hazards one looks
forward to the details of previous disaster
incidences and get to know as to what was the extent
of the losses and why and how the human
communities residing in this region succeeded in
ensuring their continuity despite repeated hazard
occurrences.

Lacking disaster chronology
Indian subcontinent lacks a sound tradition of
historical documentation of incidences and events.
This is brought forth by a simple fact that the
neighbouring China has continuous record of
earthquake incidences from the time of Zhou
dynasty, 780 BC, while we struggle to precisely
recollect anything before 1803.
This fact is also testi ied by our quest to review the
state of socio-political aﬀairs during ancient period
based solely on the accounts of foreign travellers like
Hiuen Tsang's Si-yu-ki; Record of the Western
Countries (629-644), Fa-Hien's Foguoji; Record of
Buddhist Kingdoms (399-411) and the others.
We therefore do not have precise record of disaster
related incidences and details of large majority of
15

known incidences are based on the documentation
done by the Britishers.
To add to it, recalled emotional intensity of positive
events is generally stronger than that of negative
ones amongst humans; fading aﬀect bias. This
allowed successful social navigation by promoting
retention of positive experiences and thus
permitting an individual to be open to new
experiences. This was an adaptive behaviour in
healthy individuals and allowed a more positive
outlook. This however also ensured that the
communities do not recollect traumatising events
even through folk tradition and other means. The
memory of previous disasters was thus consciously
missed out.
This resulted in a situation where masses were
unaware of previous devastating events in their
surroundings and thus they had no idea of the
hazard and vulnerability pro ile of their region. They
therefore failed to establish any reason for practicing
measures for risk reduction. Voluntary compliance
of disaster safety measures was therefore hard to
come by and the risk constantly kept increasing.
Having no record however does not imply that the
region had been free of disaster incidences. Natural
hazards were certainly taking place and adversely
aﬀecting interests of the people who chose to settle
in this region.
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Despite not having continuous record of previous
disaster incidences, this region by virtue of its geotectonic and physiographic set up together with
peculiar meteorological conditions had always been
vulnerable to a number of natural hazards.
Unplanned anthropogenic interventions are often
considered responsible for increasing frequency of
disaster incidences; these are but no new
phenomenon for this region.
If the losses are on the rise despite the nature of the
incidences being the same, the region is certainly
faced with some contradictions. The inhabitants of
the region have perhaps relinquished traditions that
ensured safety of the people living in this region for
generations and this warrants an in depth
investigation.

Antiquity of human habitations
Some people living in this region claim that their
ancestors have come from across the subcontinent
and settled in this hazard prone terrain and their
claims might well be true. This however is no reason
to question the continuity of human existence in this
region.
As regards human habitation painted pre–historic
rock shelters have been discovered around a dozen
odd locations around Almora as also at two sites in
17

Chamoli and of these Lakhu- Udiyar and Lwethap in
Almora and Dungri in Chamoli are signi icant.
Human remains along with painted grey ware
(PGW) have also been unearthed from many sites in
this region including Purola in Uttarkashi, Thapli
and Ranihat in Tehri Garhwal, Malari in Chamoli and
Sanana Baseri in Almora. Evidences of domestication
of horse and yak have been observed at Purola and
Malari respectively while evidences relating to the
use of copper have been observed at Thapli and
Ranihat while the people of Malari and Ranihat could
even smelt iron.
The above cited facts illustrate that the region had
human presence contemporarily with other regions
of the Indian sub-continent. Even though ancestors
of some of the inhabitants have come from other
regions there is no denying the fact that some human
groups had been living all through in this region.
The same is evident from the notion of cultural
conquest (Sansakritik Digvijay) of Adi Guru
Shankaracharya that brought the people of the
region under the fold of Hindu great tradition and
review of the practices related to the little tradition
of the people reveals that they still believe in spirit
(ancestor) worship and animal sacri ice that are
both not admissible under Hindu great tradition.
As the ideas propagated on the basis of scienti ic
precepts together with those backed by Hindu great
18

tradition were slowly accepted as being better than
traditional practices precepts of little tradition were
relegated to the back seat and were often branded as
being derogatory. This is evident from the fact that
the region traditionally known as Khasdesh, its
inhabitants Khas, and rulers Khasdeshapati, being
addressed as Khas has come to be considered a
derogatory remark. If only records are to be believed
a revenue circle close to Almora is still designated
Khaspraja.
Contention is to put forth that human habitation is
not a new phenomenon for this region as are not
natural hazards. Both had been around and
coexisting since times immemorial. Had the human
communities not been able to cope up with the
wrath of nature these would either have perished or
migrated to relatively less hazard prone regions.
With no dearth of space and entire Terai–Bhabhar
area being vacant, inding new habitation sites
would have been relatively easy for these people.

Quest for safety
Whatever be the basis of siting settlements, natural
hazards had been frequent in the region and the
people living out here had been experiencing wrath
of nature ever since they decided to settled down in
this region. Moreover, access to essential resources
had also been dif icult in this region.
19

It is thus natural to question judiciousness of the
decision to settle down in this hazard prone and
resource scare terrain; population pressure at that
time being insigni icant with no dearth of space.
Deciphering the logic of these people to settle down
in this region is therefore no less than solving a
complex jigsaw puzzle.
Ensuring safety and continuity of the community
had been the primary objective of human beings all
through and everywhere and where not able to cope
up with the challenges posed by nature they moved
to another place.
These people therefore did not settle in this hazard
prone terrain without a sound strategy and work
plan. It is perhaps our obsession with science and
logic which inhibits us to appreciate that these
people had devised ways and means of ensuring
safety from commonly occurring hazards as also
those of maximising bene its of the limited resources
available in the region.

20

CHAPTER-3
Accumulated knowledge
The region being prone to a number of natural
hazards the people living in this terrain experienced
their wrath from the very beginning. Quest of the
people to ensure safety from these hazards however
resulted in the evolution of practices that ensured
optimal utilisation of the available resources as also
mitigation of the hazard impact.
This all was however neither that simple and
instantaneous nor done overnight. Conscious and
continuous eﬀorts were put in for the evolution,
adoption, propagation and continuation of these
interventions. People keenly observed nature and
devastating events in their surroundings. They
catalogued and documented these observations and
devised ways of transmitting these from one
generation to other. Oral tradition was the irst and
immediate recourse but it had its own limitations,
particularly for events with long recurrence interval.
This keen observation resulted in broad understanding
of the causes of some of the commonly occurring
hazards. This prompted these people to experiment
with some of the parameters in luencing occurrence
of these hazards with a hope of minimising losses in
the subsequent event. It was only with this process
of observation, experimentation and carrying
21

forward of the acquired knowledge that these people
successfully understood the mechanism governing
these hazards and framed rules for mitigating losses
from these.
There exist enough evidences to infer this assertion
and the same is deliberated in detail in the
subsequent chapters.

Compliance of the provisions
It was realised early by these people that mere
farming of some rules was not to ensure safety and
security unless there is voluntary compliance of
these by the masses as policing alone was no
guarantee of conformity by communities scattered
over large geographical area with constraints of
relatively weak or non-existent administrative
apparatus.
The people, based on their experience, therefore
evolved an innovative solution to this complex
problem and integrated these rules with precepts of
little tradition, beliefs, culture, tradition and religion
and at the same time utilised social sanctions and
restrictions for ensuring compliance.
This was a clever strategy that omitted the need of
advertisements and mass awareness drives together
with administrative and legal apparatus and
policing. This strategy is applicable even today as
22

appeal to little tradition is more likely to be accepted
and complied voluntarily.
Strength of this strategy can well be understood
from the fact that arica nut or beetle nut (supari),
beetle leaves (paan), coconut (nariyal) and coconut
ball (gola), though not grown in the region are
regularly consumed in large quantities based on the
appeal linked to Hindu great tradition and that too
without any advertisement.
One can appreciate the innovativeness of this
strategy only after making a rough estimate of the
monetary value of this business spread across the
sub-continent having more than 966 million persons
practicing Hinduism.

The scepticism
No document describing details of the processes
underlying various hazards and ways of mitigating
their impact has been discovered so far from the
region and therefore this assertion regarding the
understanding of the mechanism governing various
hazards can appear as an exaggeration to some of the
readers. The rules framed by these people for
warding oﬀ threat of the commonly occurring
hazards could not however be developed without
this basic understanding of the causative factors.
As the book slowly starts to unfold intricacies of
these rules the suspecting readers would have no
23

choice but to accept with disbelief that the
inhabitants of this region did possess superior
understanding of the processes underlying
commonly occurring hazards.
Some of this knowledge was preserved and passed
on through oral tradition. This however involved
transmission losses and distortion of facts. Oral
tradition at the same time could not preserve the
observations made during hazards with long
recurrence interval, such as earthquake.
The people of the region therefore resorted to
detailed and formal documentation of the
observations related to the hazards and losses
caused by these. This however remains to be
discovered and is a major missing link in disaster
management related understanding of the
indigenous people of this region warranting
dedicated and specialized research.
B a s e d u p o n o b s e r va t i o n , e x p e r i e n c e a n d
accumulated knowledge of generations these people
attempted ways and means of protecting their
community from the wrath of nature. This quest of
the indigenous people laid foundations of a
traditional system of resource management that was
ine tuned to the fragile ecological conditions of the
region. Besides ensuring optimal and sustainable
resource utilisation these practices protected the
communities from natural disasters.
24

CHAPTER-4
Water management
Water is required not only for survival but also for
evolution of life of any kind and the earliest life forms
on earth originated in craters having water and
other organic ingredients. Various missions
exploring existence of extraterrestrial life have
therefore been looking for the presence of water as
one of the evidences for the presence of life.
Availability of drinking water in adequate quantities
and all through the year had been a major
prerequisite for any human settlement. Despite
rainfall being statistically plentiful in the Himalayan
region, it was largely restricted to monsoon period
and the constraints imposed by topography
promoted quick runoﬀ due to which large
proportion of the available water was not of any
productive use soon after it is received on ground.
It is no wonder therefore that the river valleys were
preferred by most ancient civilizations for
habitation. Besides ensuring year round plentiful
availability of water settlement in river valleys
provided access to fertile land for agriculture, means
of transport and strategic advantage.
The water of the glacier fed rivers of the Himalaya
was however not it for human consumption during
25

summer and rainy seasons due to excessive
suspended and dissolved load during these seasons.
Melting of glaciers during summers enhanced silt
load in the water while during rains surface erosion
made the water un it for consumption.
It is therefore no wonder that Uttarkashi, Chamoli,
Srinagar, Karnaprayag, Rudraprayag and other
towns of the region located in the proximity of
perennial glacier fed Bhagirathi, Alaknanda, Pinder
and Mandakini rivers often face shortage of drinking
water, particularly during the summer season when
the demand is at its peak.
Development of alternative sources of water was
therefore a must for sustaining human habitation in
this region. In such a situation people settling down
in this region initially utilised water seeping out of
the hill slope together with the water of spring fed
local streams. These people at the same time
mastered the art of exploiting groundwater but
doing so in the hills was not that simple and straight
forward as in the plains.

Utilisation of available water
Apart from the water of spring fed streams water
oozing out of the hill slopes was initially utilized by
the people setting down in this region. A method had
however to be devised for conveniently utilising this
water.
26

Dhara: For convenient and ef icient utilisation of the
water of naturally occurring seepages a stone lined
chamber was created by these people in the rock
mass for harvesting the water oozing out at a
relatively slow pace. Water getting collected in this
chamber was then allowed to low through a stone
with a through hole which provided regulated and
continuous discharge of this collected water. This
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stone was often sculptured in the shape of some
animal head. Water thus lowed out of the mouth of
the animal in an aesthetically pleasing manner.
These were called dhara in local parlance and can
still be seen around the region.
Stone slabs were laid down at the place where the
running out water fell on the ground. Besides
preventing erosion of the soil beneath this ensured
cleanliness of the surrounding area.
Presence of water ensured luxurious vegetation
growth in the proximity of the dhara and amongst
these peepal (Ficus religiosa) was particularly
nurtured. Besides providing shade the peepal tree
served various religio–magical purposes and a
circular stone platform was often constructed
around its stem. Figurines of local deities were often
placed at its base, together with a sacred lamp that
was dutifully lighted in the evening by the
community members.
Presence of the deities in the proximity ensured
cleanliness and maintenance of these water sources
voluntarily by the community.
Variable availability: Together with the water of
dhara these people utilized the water of nearby
streams. The availability of water from dhara as also
streams was however highly variable and many of
these dried out completely or their discharge was
28

highly depleted, particularly during summers. This
was commonplace during the years experiencing
less winter precipitation followed by long drawn dry
spells during summers.
Ensuring sustained and ample availability of water
was thus a major concern of the people and total
dependence upon dhara and streams alone amounted
to jeopardizing the survival of the entire community.
Situation thus warranted exploration of alternatives
and this was exactly what these people did.

Recharge zone management
Even though receiving appreciable rains during
monsoon period the region often experienced long
dry spells, particularly during the summer season,
resulting in depleted productivity of the water
sources. The situation became all the more worse
due to either relatively less snowfall / rainfall or
delayed snowfall in the upper reaches during the
preceding winter season. This often led to complete
drying out of some of the sources of water during the
summer season with long drawn dry spells.
This caused misery to the masses, took heavy toll of
their productive time and even jeopardized survival
of the community. People were therefore forced to
pay particular attention towards various aspects
relating to the availability of water, maximizing
29

availability, conserving what was available and
exploiting this important resource in diﬀerent ways.
This enquiry and application of mind for solving this
important problem raised many questions in the
minds of these people over sudden appearance of
water at some places along the hill slope; (i) what is
the source of water oozing out suddenly along the
hill slope? (ii) where was this water before
appearing at this particular place? (iii) what causes
variability in the amount of oozing out water with
changing season? (iv) why does this water
sometimes dry up completely? (v) why does the
dried seepage again becomes productive after the
rains? (vi) how can these sources not be prevented
from drying up?
Presence of groundwater: Water oozing out of the
hill slopes provided these people an important clue
regarding the presence of water below the surface
and it was learnt early through observation and
experience that low of water followed slope, from
higher to lower elevation.
Drying of seepages and springs, particularly during
the summer season and their rejuvenation after
onset of rains provided these people preliminary
clues regarding the intricacies of hydrological cycle
and they deduced that the water seeping out of the
hill slope was the same water that had in iltrated
under the ground surface at higher elevations.
30

Higher elevations because the low of water follows
the slope.
This led to the evolution of the understanding of the
presence of underground reserves that stored
rainwater and slowly released the same in the form
of seepages along the hill slope.
Water – forest linkage: It is still believed by masses
in the region that areas in the proximity of oak (banj)
forest have good water sources and it is often
asserted that the roots of the oak trees conserve
water.
The observed diﬀerence in the distribution and yield
of the springs around slopes with oak and pine (chir)
forest in their vicinity led these people to investigate
reasons thereof.
It was high vegetation density, thick undergrowth
and presence of appreciable quantity of
decomposing litter in the oak forest that
diﬀerentiated it from pine forest that was literally
bereft of undergrowth and this diﬀerence was not
hard to notice for these inquisitive people. This
diﬀerence was subsequently correlated with
percolation of rainwater beneath the ground and
subsequent high water yield of the springs around
oak forests.
In fact the forest often referred to as oak forest was a
mixed multistoried forest comprising of oak31

rhododendron (burans)-bay berry (kafal) with
luxurious undergrowth of bushes and shrubs. This
forest at the same time had thick layer of foliage or
decomposing litter that worked like a spongy
surface and ensured prolonged moisture retention
at higher elevations resulting in appreciable
groundwater recharge, which in turn was
responsible for high water yield of the springs in the
downslope areas.
Based on this observation these people understood
that the availability of water was dependent upon
water joining the groundwater regime in the higher
reaches of the watershed. At the same time volume of
groundwater recharge was correlated by these
people with the duration for which water was able to
remain at higher elevations; longer the presence,
better the chances of joining the subsurface
reserves.
Based on their keen observation of nature and
armed with the knowledge so derived these people
subsequently devised various measures for
maximising recharge of groundwater.
S a c r e d g r ove s : A f t e r u n d e r s t a n d i n g t h e
relationship between healthy forest cover in the
upper reaches and the volume of water joining the
subsurface reserves these people devised ways of
ensuring appreciable vegetal cover on the upper
reaches of the hills.
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At many places the forest in the upper hill reaches
were thus dedicated by these people to local deities
and exploitation of the resources from these was
customarily regulated or restricted and to mark the
same temples of local deities were constructed on
the upper reaches of the hills.
It is no wonder therefore that apart from the ones
along the rivers, particularly at the con luence, most
temples in the hills are located at the top of the hills;
Surkanda Devi in Tehri Garhwal, Purnagiri temple in
Champawat and the like.
In some places exploitation of resources from these
forests was totally banned while in others the same
was restricted through a set of rules. At many places
extraction of resources from these forests was
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resorted to after a prede ined time interval and at
some places the forest was split into sectors with
provision of extraction of resources from each sector
in rotation.
Ful ilment of certain rites and rituals together with
oblations to the deities was often made a
precondition for initiating extraction of resources
from these forests. This often demanded feeding the
entire community and the same amounted to a
measure for ensuring food security. Moreover in
many instances use of tools and implements for
collecting wood or fodder from these forests was
banned. All these restrictions ensured limited and
required extraction of the forest produce from these
forests.
Some resources including mythological
bramhakamal (Saussurea obvallata) required for
traditional rites and rituals however grew in the
areas dedicated to the local deities and the people of
the region did not pick these with hand. These were
plucked by mouth while kneeling down signifying
this as being an act of some foolish animal unaware
of rules and consequences thereof and the same
could therefore not be punished. This was a clever
strategy that ful illed the ritualistic requirement
without attracting grief and at the same time limited
the volume of resources to be collected.
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Relationship between lopping and forest health is
presently well understood. It is scienti ically
established that annual, heavy and indiscriminate
lopping precludes lowering and seed production for
regeneration. Loss of photosynthetic surface as a
consequence of repeated lopping is scienti ically
held responsible for early senescence and impaired
ability to coppice. Studies at the same time show that
trees lopped every year as also at the interval of two
years do not produce seeds, while trees lopped at an
interval of three years or more do produce seeds.
Groundwater recharge: These people were not
satis ied with the amount of water naturally
percolating to the subsurface reserves and wanted
to augment this volume. For this rainwater had
however to remain at higher elevations for a long
duration. Topography of the region made ful ilment
of this condition dif icult as most water lowed
downslope soon after the rains.
In order to overcome constraints imposed by
topography and augment groundwater recharge
arti icially people of the region resorted to
construction of recharge pits around mid-slopes of
the hills. These were called chal or khal in local
parlance and were ditches dug out along the valley
slope pro ile at places having break in slope; places
where surface slope was relatively gentle and
rainwater from the upper slopes naturally lowed
towards these.
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Settlement of clay layer at the bottom of these pits
over the passage of time ensured that these retain
water for an appreciable duration after the rains.
Besides augmenting recharge of groundwater these
catered to the needs of the household grazing
animals.

Groundwater exploitation
Seeking answers to various questions related to the
presence of the seepages along the hill slope people
residing in this region understood many intricacies
of hydrology and hydrological cycle and this led to
the evolution of a sound tradition of water
management in the region.
From their keen observation, experience and
accumulated knowledge of generations these people
understood that (i) water lows from higher to lower
elevation, (ii) rainwater percolates below the
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ground under favourable conditions from places at
higher elevation, and (iii) water percolating
underground appears at the surface at places having
some advantageous disposition.
After this it was not dif icult for these people to
conclude that at places where water was not visible
on the surface it must be somewhere below the
ground.
With this knowledge started ground water
exploitation quest of these people; but from mere
knowledge of the presence of subsurface water to
mastering the art of harvesting the same was a long
and tedious journey marked with numerous failed
attempts and untiring pursuits.
In the plains ground water exploitation is relatively
easy as water table is generally close to the surface
and at approximately similar depth from the ground
surface. Structural and geological complexity of the
Himalayan region however make groundwater
exploitation quite tricky in the hills. General
presence of more than two sets of penetrative joints
and fractures in the rocks of this terrain promote
underground dissipation of precipitation through
numerous diﬀerent routes that are hard to follow
precisely even today. Moreover, there exists no
permanent water table in the mountainous terrain
and for exploiting subsurface water one has to be
precise enough to hit the perched water table that
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occurs locally under favourable geological
conditions and has limited spatial continuity.
Despite constraints put forth by the physiographic
and geological conditions these people taking clues
from geomorphic and vegetation distribution
pattern and correlating these with known
occurrences of seepages successfully developed an
algorithm for identifying prospective locations
where water could be found at a relatively shallow
depth.
Naula: Identi ied as naula in local parlance this
groundwater harvesting structure was a shallow
dug well generally 5 – 6 feet deep and square in
shape. Flight of stone lined stairs descended from all
the four sides to the loor of the naula and water
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seeping in from around got collected in the
depression so created.
These structures invariably had a stone lined sloping
roof for protecting the water from getting
contaminated. Inside the structure little above the
level of water was created a shelf for placing the
sacred lamp. Figurines of local deities were placed
there or else stones used in the construction of naula
were ornately sculptured and igurines of local
deities along with other loral motifs were carved on
these.
Outside this structure a stone lined outward sloping
platform was created for diverse purposes and
special care was taken to ensure that the used water
did not contaminate fresh water of the naula.
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While dharas were common all through the region
the art of naula construction developed and
lourished in Kumaun region. This is attributed to
the fact that the Kumaun region is relatively bereft of
perennial rivers and limited availability of surface
water forced people residing in that region to pay
more attention towards groundwater exploitation.
Kua: The people of this region utilised various
geomorphic indicators together with diﬀerential
vegetation distribution for assessing the presence of
subsurface water. Despite this people could not
aﬀord to dig every place showing signs of moisture
and some other breakthrough in knowledge was
required for narrowing down their search.
Successful exploitation of subsurface water had an
important bearing upon expansion of human
habitations in the region and therefore these people
were not satis ied with the exploitation of shallow
aquifers alone.
Armed with their ingenuity these people devised
ways of identifying perched water table in this
geologically complex terrain and exploited deeper
aquifers as well. Existence of baked brick lined kua
or deep dug well on top of the ridge at Almora and
Nagthat stand testimony to their skill of locating
particularly deep aquifers.
Construction of these deep wells was not possible
without means for assessing the water yielding
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potential of the localized perched aquifers with high
degree of accuracy.
Moreover, success in groundwater exploitation
could not be guaranteed in the hills merely on the
basis of experiences gained at one place and
replicating these at another place. Development of
an accurate and precise methodology was therefore
a precondition for exploiting deeper reserves of
water.
In the hills exploitable subsurfce water is present
only in perched aquifers and one cannot be assured
of striking a water bearing horizon after digging a
certain depth. This is fascinating as even with all
technological support of present times exploiting
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groundwater in the hills has not been error free. The
present exercise of installing hand pumps in the hills
utilises various ground as also satellite remote
sensing based inputs for inalizing the place to be
drilled. Despite huge technological and inancial
inputs all installed hand pumps are however not
p ro d u c t ive a n d t h i s i s a g o o d re a s o n fo r
d o c u m e n t i n g a n d re s e a rc h i n g t h i s a r t o f
groundwater exploitation of these people.
Presence of deep dug wells in this geologically
challenging terrain proves that the people of this
region had developed and mastered the art of
groundwater prospecting. One can only guess if they
were using something akin to Y - sticks for this as
both the technique used and the means resorted for
ensuring its conservation and passage over
generations have been completely lost.

Water sources and customs
The people residing in the region realised that in the
absence of regular upkeep and maintenance the
discharge of the water bodies was to deplete and
jeopardize safety and security of the community.
These people therefore instituted various social
sanctions as also religio-magical rites around both
water bodies and their recharge zone.
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These provisions were articulately and intricately
interwoven with the socio-cultural belief of the
people. Maintenance and upkeep of dhara and naula
as also their recharge zone was the responsibility of
the community and social sanctions together with
religious and cultural dictums associated with these
ensured voluntary compliance of the community to
these rules and restrictions.
Cleanliness and upkeep of water sources was
accorded high importance
and speci ic rules were laid
down for the same. In
order to ensure voluntary
and universal compliance
of these water sources
were generally accorded
sacred status and tradition
of worship and regular
lighting of sacred lamp
were woven around these.
These rules were intricately
interwoven with little
t ra d i t i o n , b e l i e fs a n d
rituals of the people and
were therefore complied
by one and all.
At the same time various
rituals, so very necessary
in Hindu way of life from birth to death, were
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intricately interwoven with water sources.
According to one such ritual newly wedded bride
was taken to the source of water to get the blessings
of the deities residing there. It was in fact a simile
that related the bride to the source of water and the
blessings thereof were to empower her in ensuring
continuity of the lineage and procreate.
Rules were at the same time set forth for ensuring
cleanliness and maintenance of water sources.
Defecation on the uphill side in the recharge zone
was accordingly prohibited, as the same could
contaminate the water of dhara and naula. This
further reiterates the basic fact that the people living
in this region had basic understanding of subsurface
low of water.

Social signi icance of water sources
The region had a tradition of water collection and
transportation particularly by females in rounded
copper vessels called faula that were spheroidal in
shape with a narrow opening. The design of these
containers ensured minimal spillage while carrying
these over undulating hilly terrain for long distances.
The females of the neighbouring households visited
the source of water together for fetching water,
washing clothes and bathing and they stayed there
till the last one was over with her task.
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Rather than just ful illing water related needs of the
households this served various other social
functions and facilitated information exchange. This
also catered to recreational needs, particularly those
of the women folk and furthered social solidarity. To
ensure gender privacy there were separate timings
for males to visit naula or dhara.
With tap water supply becoming increasingly
common and social bonds loosing fast naula and
dhara lost social relevance and large number of
these have already seized to exist. There is thus an
emerging need to conserve these structures and
undertake detailed study of naula architecture and
art of citing these.

Human habitation in the hills
Exploitation of groundwater was the most landmark
discovery of the people of this region as it freed them
from the compulsion of settling down in close
proximity of streams. Without this the growth and
development of settlements at the higher reaches of
the hills could not have been possible. Townships
like Almora, Pithoragarh, Joshimath, Gopeshwar and
Pauri situated on the ridges would then have never
come into existence.
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CHAPTER-5
Food security
Apart from pastoralism and horticulture, agriculture
had been the mainstay of the economy of the hills.
Most agricultural lands in the region being rainfed,
variation in the timing and intensity of rainfall often
resulted in crop failure or depleted production. In
response to this problem that had major adverse
impact on the well being of the community the
people of the region based on their acquired
knowledge and experience of generations devised
ways of ensuring minimal returns even during times
of water stress.
The people of the region at the same time
innovatively devised practices that enhanced
production and optimally utilised various available
food options.

Farm interventions
Landholding pattern: Even though the issue of land
consolidation in the hills is being taken up
aggressively at present by the state, the people of the
region resorted to deliberate fragmentation of their
landholdings.
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Traditional landholding pattern of the region
ensured that all the households have some irrigated
ields together with some rainfed. Moreover entire
landholding of the households was dispersed over a
wide geographical area.
This was a well thought of strategy of the people of
the region which ensured that in case of crop failure
in a particular area due to natural calamity, insect
infestation or other reasons the aﬀected households
have some assured produce from their agricultural
lands in other areas.
Terrace farming and bunding: Besides ensuring
stability of the slopes the agricultural terraces,
mostly developed over old stabilised landslide
debris on the hill slope conserved rainwater and
reduced soil loss by surface erosion. Moreover the
agricultural ields were traditionally tilled
perpendicular to the slope direction ensuring
alignment of furrows and crop rows across the slope.
This improved rainwater retention and permitted
in iltration and uniform distribution of rainwater.
Apart from this contour aligned dry stone walls were
also utilised for checking soil erosion. These at the
same time prevented stray livestock from sneaking
into farmlands.
Contour aligned bunds were also traditionally
provided at the outer edge of the agricultural ields
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and these were planted with grass that had soil
binding eﬀect. Bunds were provided in nonagricultural areas as also in the areas above the
habitations and around pastures for moisture
retention. Grass growing on the bunds of the
terraced ields was regularly trimmed and utilised as
fodder and mulch.
To avoid stagnation of water and consequent failure
of retaining walls of the agricultural terraces due to
built up of pore water pressure, bunds were not
provided in the hard to manage far lung terraces.
Local crop varieties: The people of the region,
based upon their knowledge of selective breeding,
developed crop varieties that were better adapted to
withstand harsh climatic conditions, provided
optimal output and sustained spells of water stress.
The crops traditionally grown by the people of the
region included mandua ( inger millet, Eleusine
coracana), malkauni (jowar or Sorghum sp.), bajra
(pearl millet, Pennisetum glaucum), jhingora (barnyard
millet, Echinochloa frumentacea), bhangjeera (Perilla
fruiticense), til (sesame), jakhya (Cleome viscose), tor
(Cajanus sp.), san (Hibiscus cannabinus) and kulath
(Macrotyloma uni lorum). Besides being highly
nutritious these at the same time thrived well in
marginal to excessive rainfall conditions.
Though no longer grown, traditional varieties of
wheat called misri (biggest in size amongst local
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varieties), chayoni (medium sized) and bhami (small
in size) as well as barley were reportedly resistant to
frost and snow. Traditional varieties including jhedu
(long panicle), kalaayun (black coloured), jadkya
(pink coloured, aromatic), lathmar, khimanand ki
ghodi and kanguri were reportedly drought
resistant. It is asserted that these varieties were able
to withstand even hailstorms. Jhedu, being thorny,
was at the same time left alone and not touched by
crop-raiding animals such as boars, monkeys and
others.
The notion of traditional grains being inferior and
social stigma attached to consumption of these has
resulted in their reduced demand. The farmers
therefore have no incentive for growing the
traditional crops.
This has resulted in reduced agricultural diversity of
hill farms and seeding material of a number of
indigenous varieties might be extinct soon. It is
therefore highly required that diﬀerent traditional
crop varieties are conserved in gene banks.
Mixed cropping: Barahanaja, meaning twelve
diﬀerent grains, was the traditional mixed cropping
practice of the region. It implied sowing together of
twelve diﬀerent crop varieties chosen from amongst
various cereals, millets, pulses, oilseeds, vegetables,
spices and ibres in terraced ields.
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Traditionally this combination consisted of (i) 3–4
cereals chosen from amongst mandua ( inger millet,
Eleusine coracana), ramdana (Amaranthus sp.),
kuttu / ogal (buckwheat, Fagopyrum esculentum),
jwar (Sorghum sp.) and makki (corn, Zea mays), (ii)
3–4 pulse varieties from rajma (Phaseolus vulgaris),
lobia (Vigna unguiculata), ragadwas, tor (Cajanus
sp.), bhat (Glycine max), gehat (Macrotyloma
uni lorum), local cow pea (satrangi / riyans /
naurangi), urad (Vigna mungo) and mung (Vigna
radiata), (iii) 2–3 types of oilseeds from amongst til
(sesame), bhangjeer (Perilla fruiticense) and bhang
(Cannabis sativa), (iv) a combination of vegetables
that included kheera (cucumber) and spices like
jakhiya (Cleome viscose) and (v) iber plants that
included sann or patsan (Hibiscus cannabinus) and
bhang (Cannabis sativa).
In this system the crops provided favourable
conditions for each other and thus improved
productivity. The crops at the same time grew at
diﬀerent heights and thus multiple levels of vertical
space on the same terrace were optimally utilised.
This also provided protection against total crop
failure and was an eﬀective instrument of food
security.
Diversity, in the form of barahanaja played a
signi icant role in maintaining food security by
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minimising crop loss due to insects and pests and
improving soil fertility by promoting legumes in the
chosen combination. At the same time this inhibited
or suppressed weed growth, provided ingredients
for a varied diet and preserved soil from erosion on
steep slopes. The barahanaja system also provided
wide ranging food options along with diverse types
of fodder and straw for livestock.
The practice of raising multiple crops also helped in
maintaining right nutrient balance in soil, which
depletes at a fast pace in monoculture and calls for
heavy doses of fertilisers that keep on increasing
with subsequent crops.
Crop rotation: Crop rotation refers to the practice of
growing diﬀerent crops in continuation over the
same plot of land for maintaining soil fertility and
maximising productivity.
The farmers of the region resorted to dividing entire
arable land of the village into two portions called sari
in local parlance. Crops were thus grown over these
in a pattern that paddy (Oryza sativa), barnyard
millet (Echinochloa frumentaces) and other
secondary crops were cultivated in one portion
while inger millet (Eleusine coracana), amaranth
(Amaranthus oleracea) and pulses were grown on
the other portion.
Paddy or barnyard millet was sown in April and after
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harvesting it in early October, wheat (Triticum
aestivum) and oil seeds were sown subsequently.
Immediately after harvesting wheat and other
accompanying crops in early May, inger millet
(Eleusine coracana) and other twelve grain crops
(barahanaja) and pulses were sown in the same
portion.
After harvesting inger millet and other secondary
crops in October, the land was left fallow for about 5
months and in the month of April, paddy and other
crops were sown.
In this manner every crop repeated itself in the same
land after one and a half year cycle and farmers
reaped three crops in two years. Under this system
the land was left fallow by rotation for about four to
ive months during winters, when scarcity of fodder
was acute. This provided suitable grazing ground for
the animals that grazed on the remnants of
harvested crop, especially those of inger millet that
were nutrient rich. This at the same time provided
manure to the ields.
Under this scheme every farmer raised similar crops
by following a common cultivation and harvesting
schedule that resulted in an advantageous condition
in the mountains, where arable land was scarce and
land holdings were scattered.
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The traditional pattern of crop rotation was thus an
eﬀective instrument of conserving soil erosion,
maintaining bio-diversity and ensuring food
security.
Weed management: Weeding was done by the
farmers of the region manually using a locally made
small hand held tool with sharp pointed tip. Inter
cropping and crop rotation practices were also an
eﬀective tool for weed management. Moreover
diﬀerent crops involved diﬀerent agricultural
practices disrupting growth cycle of weeds and as
such, preventing selection of the lora towards
increased abundance of problem species.
Farm manure: For preparing green manure people
of the region collected green leaves of banj
(Quercus), burans (Rhododendron sp.), artemisia
and others from the forest and stored these close to
the house.
These leaves along with farm residue, leaf litter and
forage were used as bedding material for domestic
animals. These were spread and added at regular
intervals, generally once a week, to keep the shed
dry. In the presence of moisture, dung and urine this
material ultimately decomposed into manure and
was utilised for increasing farm productivity.
Mulching: Mulching was a common method
adopted by farmers of the region for moisture
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conservation and weed control. Mulching materials,
such as weeds, fallen leaves, crop residue, fodder
leftover, and decomposed twigs supplied the soil
with plant nutrients and helped in maintaining soil
fertility.
Irrigation: The people of the region traditionally
diverted water of the subsidiary streams from a
relatively higher elevation through a network of
unlined channels for irrigation purposes. These
were referred to as gool in local parlance.

Animal rearing
Economy of the region traditionally depended upon
agro–pastoralism, animal husbandry and trade, with
people living in the proximity of Indo–Tibetean
border traditionally engaging in trading pursuits.
Herd of animals, particularly sheep, reared by these
people were utilised for transporting commodities
through rugged Himalayan terrain braving
inclemental weather conditions. The animals at the
same time provided much needed vitamins and
proteins in the form of milk and meat and kept
various de iciency diseases at bay. Sheep wool was
utilised by these people for preparing clothing
material, knitted garments, blankets and carpets.
Besides personal use these items were also traded
for supplementing familial income.
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At present many state sponsored schemes are
promoting replacement of indigenous animal
species, particularly that of milch animals, with high
yielding exotic breeds. If assessed solely by milk
productivity, the traditional animals could well be
labelled as being unproductive but it needs to be
appreciated that these varieties were developed by
local people using their selective breeding instincts
and were best suited to the ground realities in the
hills and could withstand the rigours of harsh
climatic conditions.
Moreover these animals managed to survive
sustainably on bare minimal inputs. These were
traditionally not stallfed except during bad weather
conditions or the area being snow bound. After
milking in the morning the animals were let loose
unwarded to feed in the community grazing ground.
Mutual understanding ensured that the entire
animal stock of the community reached the grazing
ground together. Around dusk the inbuilt instinct of
these animals, associated with the threat of wild
animals during night, drove them back home where
some productive ones were milked again.
It is therefore not justi ied to assess the productivity
of these animals solely on the basis of quantum of
milk as these provided various other important
services that sustained hill agriculture. Besides
nutrition these provided drought power while the
dung of the grazing animals kept the rangeland and
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forest productive.
Before commenting on the ef iciency or productivity
of these animals it is pertinent to compare the
services provided by these with the input or
investment put in on rearing these as that is the true
parameter for assessing ef iciency or productivity.
Studies reveal that the traditional animal varieties of
the region are best suited to the geo-environmental
conditions of the region and are most ef icient.
Feasibility of improving productivity of these animals
by elective breeding and hybridisation therefore
needs to be explored before deciding to replace the
traditional animal stock with exotic breeds.
Animal sacri ice: Though not allowed by Hindu
great tradition animal sacri ice had been imbibed in
little tradition of the people and is commonplace
even during present times in the region.
As per the tradition the people of the region pledged
their animals to the deities if certain wishes of theirs
were to be ful illed. According to the tradition the
meat of the sacri iced animal was distributed in
equal proportions amongst the entire community.
This ensured much needed nutrition in the food of
the people
Criticism of this tradition is worth overview as apart
from nutritional needs it also ful illed various social
and psychological ends.
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Preservation and value addition
Seeds and grains: People of the region traditionally
resorted to practices for storing seeds and food
grains and these included storing grains in specially
designed containers called bhagar or kothar in local
parlance. These were placed at particularly dry place
and were commonly made of deodar (Cedrus
deodara), kataunj (Castonopsis tribuloides), bamboo
(Dendrocalamus strictus Roxb.), ningal
(Thamnocalamus spathi loratrinius), cheura
(Diploknema butyracea) and tooni (Cedrella toona).
The storage bins made of bamboo and ningal were
locally called topare or doke. Inner and outer
surfaces of these were plastered with a paste
prepared by mixing cow urine with cow dung, mud,
mustard cake and carbon from tawa (chapati baking
iron plate). This mixture had insect and pest
repellent eﬀect.
For storing seeds ash, cow dung ash, cow dung, cow
urine and mustard oil were added. These protected
the seeds from infestation and increased their shelf
life.
Raw vegetables: At the on-set of winter, root crops
including potato, ginger, turmeric and colocasia
(arbi) together with lemon and others were
traditionally stored in underground pits that were
covered with thatch and soil. These were
subsequently consumed till the summer season.
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Vegetables and vegetable seeds: Pieces of
chopped seasonal vegetables and fruits that
included apricot, wild apricot (chuli) and apple were
sun dried while mushroom collected from the wild
was dried in shade by hanging the same by strings.
Some vegetables were at the same time pre-boiled
and sun dried for 15-20 days. The dried products
were packed in special containers for use during the
lean season.
Seeds of cucumber and pumpkin were mixed with
wood ash and placed on a plate for sun drying. Wood
ash ensured absorption of excess moisture and
promoted drying. This at the same time prevented
seeds from sticking together.
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Other preserved foods: Hippophae (sea buckthorn)
as also lowers of kachnar (Bauhinia variegate) and
rhododendron were traditionally sundried by the
people of the region and utilised later for preparing
pickle (chutney in local parlance). Concentrates of
citrus fruits locally called chukh were also prepared
by boiling the extracted juice. There also existed
tradition of preserving herbs and honey.
Sattu prepared by grinding together roasted wheat
and barley had a long shelf life and could be instantly
consumed with tea. It served as the main food item
during long trading journeys of the people of the
region.
Preservation of meat: Strips of animal meat were
traditionally smeared with turmeric, salt and
mustard oil and dried by hanging these on strings
tied across the room or in the kitchen. Antimicrobial
properties of mustard oil and turmeric powder
together with usual low temperature regime of the
region checked growth of micro-organisms while
use of salt reduced water content apart from
increasing shelf life of meat. The smoke from the
hearth (chullah in local parlance) further enhanced
shelf life of meat and infused a distinct smoky lavour
that was highly relished by these people.
Animal fat called chhirbi was dried and later used as
cooking oil or butter. This was specially eaten with
phaphar (Fagopyrum esculentum).
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Food processing
The people of the region, apart from preserving the
food products developed ways of enhancing
nutritional value and taste of the available farm
produce.
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Arji: Indigenous people of the region had developed
a technique of preparing sausages so as to preserve
animal meat and utilise animal parts that were
generally not consumed. These were called arji in
local parlance.
Animal organs together with meat were irst inely
chopped and mixed with animal blood that was
speci ically collected while killing the animal. Finely
ground mixture of salt, turmeric, pepper, chilly,
timoor (Zanthoxylum armatum) and other local
herbs was subsequently added and mixed
thoroughly with this.
This lavoured meat mixture was then packed in
cleaned animal intestines that were knotted at
regular intervals. The knots divided the inished
product into portions that were easy to consume and
reduced chances of entire lot getting spoiled. These
were later cooked in boiling water. Boiled animal
intestines illed with animal meat and special
ingredients were then hung for drying. These were
consumed as such or after frying.
Fermented drink: Jaan was a local beer prepared by
fermenting boiled rice (Oryza sativa L.) with starter
culture called balam (yeast culture) which was
prepared using wheat lour, clove (Cinnamomum
zeylanicum Nees), elaichi (Amomum subulatum
Roxb.), kalimirch (Piper longum L.), leaves of wild
chillies and seeds of pipal (Ficus religiosa L.).
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Rice in appropriate quantity was irst boiled and
then dewatered and left to cool moderately. This was
then mixed thoroughly with balam and transferred
to an earthen pot or other airtight container. This
was then left undisturbed in a dark place for four to
seven days after which the ferment was iltered and
the ilterate was called jaan. The residual rice
obtained as by-product was used for preparing a
traditional dish called sej.
Jaan was also prepared using other commonly
available cereals that include wheat (Triticum
aestivum), jau (Hordeum vulgare), kauni
(Setariaitalica), cheena (Panicum miliaceum), oowa
(Hordeum himalayens), and chuwa (Amaranthus
paniculatus). Similarly, amongst the fruits it was
prepared using apple, banana, pumpkin and orange.
The quality of jaan was best judged by its taste
(sweetness), smell and strength. Jaan prepared from
apple, and fox tail millet (Setariaitalica) was
considered a delicacy.
Distilled beverage: Kacchi was a distilled beverage
prepared from barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) and its
preparation started with barley seeds being soaked
in water and half boiled. This was then allowed to
cool moderately and mixed thoroughly with balam,
the starter culture, in appropriate proportion. This
was subsequently transferred to an earthen pot or
other container, which was partially airtight and left
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undisturbed to ferment in a dark place for 4 to 7 days.
The ferment was then transferred to a distillation
pot (taula in local parlance) that was subsequently
kept on ire for distillation.
A specially designed wooden frame (jokhal) was
ixed over the distillation pot and the attachment
was sealed using wheat dough to avoid leakage.
Condensation of the vapours in the wooden frame
was promoted by cold water illed copper container
(parat) that was kept over it. The water of upper
copper container was regularly changed to keep it
cool. The vapours cooled and droplets got collected
in a depression inside the jokhal that had an outlet
through which the inal product was collected. The
strength of kacchi reportedly depended on
temperature of water in this container.
Mar-jya or namkeen chai: The inhabitants of the
region, particularly in higher altitudes, prepared a
special drink called mar-jya or namkeen chai (salted
tea). For this water mixed with dried bark of thuner
(Taxus wallichiana syn Taxus baccata) was irst
boiled in a pan until it attained light brown colour
after which it was transferred to a bamboo blender,
called damboo, and other ingredients including salt
and ghee (clari ied butter) were then added.
Powdered black pepper and dry fruits (almonds,
walnut and others) were often also added.
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The mixture was homogenized in damboo with the
help of a loosely packed wooden piston. The
preparation was traditionally served in bowls with
or without sattu; lour of roasted wheat and barley.
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CHAPTER-6
Weather forecasting
People residing in the higher reaches of the region
traditionally engaged in cross border trade with
Tibet that played an important role in the economy
of the entire area. Mainly for the purpose of
transporting goods across the inhospitable
Himalayan terrain these people reared large herds of
sheep and yak that could easily traverse through the
mountainous terrain withstanding adversities.
The trading journey of these people started from the
plains of northern India where they procured
cereals, sugar, tobacco, spices, corals, beads,
implements, utensils, mill made woollen and cotton
clothes as also other articles of daily use. On the way
they bartered with the local communities and
ful illed their routine requirements in lieu of their
excess farm produce which was carried further
north for trade in Tibet. From across the border
these people returned with the booty of rock-salt,
borax, gold dust, raw wool and woollen cloth that
were much sought after in this part of the
subcontinent.
These people stayed in Tibet from July to October
and returned in November. Importance of this trade
can well be adjudged from the simple fact that most
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traditional fairs of the region coincided with the
movement schedule of these people. This is further
ampli ied by the fact that the repair and restoration
of the trade route along the Kali valley was
personally supervised by Khasdeshapati, the ruler of
the region Baz Bahadur Chand (1638 - 78).
These people thus routinely ventured on long and
dif icult journey to Tibet traversing high altitude
passes of the Himalaya where vagaries of fast
changing weather posed a major challenge.
Success of these journeys depended on the
assessment of weather conditions and with the
passage of time, through accumulated knowledge of
generations, these people developed an elaborate
system of weather forecasting that was utilised for
deciding timing of initiating the travel and halting at
safe places on the way. Precision in these decisions
had serious implications upon the survival of the
trading expedition and the entire community.
Decisions related to travel plan and route were thus
taken after thorough review of various signs of
nature.
The trading journeys across the Himalaya were
physically demanding and only the it ones could
undertake these. Women, children and elderly,
together with ill, weak and physically challenged
persons, therefore stayed back in their summer
homes in the higher reaches where they engaged in
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cultivation of some niche crops. Success of these
farming initiatives within short duration available to
these people depended on the timing of sowing,
harvest and storage and the same was decided upon
by the acumen of assessing weather conditions. The
weather related knowledge was also utilised by
these people to take advantage of diverse grazing
resources in the higher reaches during summers.
It was however not the trading community alone for
which the knowledge of weather conditions was
important. The people of the region being largely
dependent upon atmospheric precipitation
undertook their farming operations on their acumen
of predicting weather conditions.
The tradition of weather forecasting thus evolved
out of the instinct of these people to survive and take
maximum advantage of the available opportunities.
Evolution of this knowledge involved their keen
observation, long standing familiarity with their
surroundings and correlation of various observed
indicators with changing weather pattern.
These included seasonal pattern of precipitation,
temperature, wind and cloud pattern, position of
stars, behaviour of animals, birds and insects and
these were grouped together to devise an algorithm
for weather forecasting.
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Floral indicators
Changes in various physical attributes of plants in
their surroundings were utilized by these people for
weather forecasting.
Emergence and growth of new leaves indicated
rising temperature and end of winter season.
Blossoming of peach (Prunus persica), apricot
(Prunus armeniaca) and ig (Ficus sp.) together with
budding in other trees in the surrounding farms was
considered an indication of the onset of spring.
Abundant blossoming of peach, apricot and other
trees was however considered an indicator of good
rainy season.
These people were aware of the relationship
between atmospheric humidity and rains and they
accordingly devised ways of assessing level of
humidity and thus forecasting possibility of rains.
Physical state and lexibility of pine (Pinus sp.) cones
was utilized by these people for assessing humidity
levels. The pine cones tend to open up and become
stiﬀ in dry weather but in humid conditions these
become lexible and often regain their original
shape. This variation in physical state of pine cones
with changing humidity was utilized by these people
for predicting rainfall.
Flourishing of mushrooms, both edible and wild,
b e i n g a s s o c i a te d w i t h h i gh h u m i d i t y wa s
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accordingly considered an indication of imminent
rain.
Flowers of certain lower plants open up in ine
weather. In case the petals of these plants remain
closed it was considered to indicate rain and bad
weather.
Appearance of young leaves and grass in the
mountains, particularly in the pastures, was
considered to indicate good rains.
Dropping of fruits or drying of lowers before
maturity was considered an indication of
forthcoming very dry season.

Faunal indicators
The people of the region believed that some life
forms had the ability to sense the changing mood of
nature well in advance which helped them survive
adversities. Based upon behavior of these life forms
these people developed an algorithm for assessing
weather conditions.
Insect related indicators: Based upon observed
seasonal variation in insect population appearance
of ants and mushrooming of anthills was considered
a sign of increasing temperatures inviting the ants to
come out of hibernation. It was considered an
indicator of good rains and based on this
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observation the farmers of the region decided their
sowing schedule.
Ants coming out in large numbers and changing
place was considered a sign of rain. Winged termites
coming out of the soil after rains was considered an
indication of fair weather for some time, while their
appearance during a dry spell of some days was
considered to indicate rains.
Spiders generally abandon their web and seek
shelter with drop in atmospheric pressure. Based
upon this observation spiders leaving their web was
considered to indicate rains.
Sound of crickets calling or chirping throughout the
night was considered to indicate change in weather.
Bees coming out of their hives was considered a sign
of clear weather. Sight of bees moving untimely and
in large numbers towards their hives was however
considered to indicate bad weather and rain.
Bird related indicators: Flock of small birds
including common swallows (Hirundo rustica)
together with proceeding black clouds was
considered indicative of rain.
Sight of red billed chough (Pyrrhocorax pyrrhocorax)
indicated that the higher reaches have experienced
snow and winter conditions were setting in.
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Crow spreading and moving its wings near river or
source of water was considered to indicate a dry spell.
Fall in air pressure due to bad weather conditions
causes discomfort in birds' ears and in order to
alleviate it they ly at lower elevations. Increase in
humidity, at times of bad or wet weather, draws
insects to the surface and this is another reason for
insect-seeking birds to ly low. Flock of birds lying
high in the sky was therefore considered to indicate
fair weather while birds lying below their normal
light height was considered an indication of bad
weather.
Flock of sparrows lying around the sky with
scattered clouds was considered to indicate rain in
the afternoon.
Ground nesting bird species making their nest on
higher ground was considered indicative of increase
in water level of the water body (river / stream). The
red-wattled lapwing (Vanellus indicus) generally lays
eggs on bare ground and never constructs a nest.
Laying of eggs by the lapwing on high ground was
considered to indicate rise in water level of streams
and rivers.
Migration and sight of immigrating birds was
considered to indicate change in weather conditions.
Loud chirping of birds in group and taking dip in
water was considered indicative of rain.
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Particular sound of the birds together with
atmosphere becoming unusually calm was
considered to indicate rains.
Animal behaviour: Grazing cows / yaks (juppu)
returning home early as also well-fed cows/calves
jumping in herd on their way back home from the
mountain pastures was considered an indication of
rains or bad weather.
Grazing cows returning home early with raised tails
was considered to indicate rains while cattle
consuming excess fodder was considered an
indicator of forthcoming harsh weather or dry
conditions.
Croaking of frogs during afternoon was considered
an indication of imminent rain during all seasons.
Sight of domestic hen/cocks searching food during
rain was considered to indicate continuation of
rainfall and if not so, it was considered an indication
of rain to stop soon.
Goats not grazing was considered to indicate
snowfall.
Burrowing animals like rats coming out of burrows
and starting to dig the ground was considered to
indicate some natural calamity. Weeping like sound
of animals was also considered a bad omen and was
correlated with natural calamities.
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Atmospheric indicators
Cloud colour and pattern: Weather being an
atmospheric phenomenon these people paid special
attention on colour and pattern of clouds for
predicting weather conditions.
Dark clouds, particularly ones approaching from
north were considered to indicate heavy rainfall
within a few hours. Dark clouds preceding strong
winds however indicated thunderstorm in a short
while.
Red/pink clouds in the morning indicated
possibility of rain whereas red/pink clouds in the
evening indicated that there would be no rain.
Wind getting fast with a particular colour and
movement pattern of clouds was considered to
indicate rain.
Red sky in the morning was considered by these
people to indicate rain, while red sky in the evening
was considered to indicate that there would be no
rain. Shadow of the rainbow near the source of water
was considered to indicate clear weather.
Spectrum/halo around sun and moon: All the
photometers are luminous phenomenon produced
by re lection, refraction, diﬀraction or interference
of light from sun or moon and visible spectrum of
light around sun or moon is called halo or corona
according to its distance from these. If the distance
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is more then it is called halo phenomenon, which is
caused by a layer of cirrus clouds, i.e. non rain
bearing clouds. But if the distance is less, it is called
corona phenomena produced by somewhat dense
clouds which may cause rainfall.
A ring around the moon and sun caused by light
shining through sheet like high level clouds was
considered to indicate rainfall in next two to three
days. This description of clouds matches with
cirrostratus clouds that consist of ice crystals and
are associated with warm front and high moisture.
The accuracy of this indigenous observation was as
high as 50 percent.
A spectrum around the sun having a larger diameter
was considered an assurance of rainfall.
Star constellation: Pattern of stars and movement
of stars from west to east at night under clear skies
was considered to indicate onset of rainfall in 2 - 3
days and similar patterns were also utilised to
predict cessation of rainfall.
The position of the stars was traditionally utilised to
sense direction and time and if all the stars were
clearly visible at night it was considered to indicate
fair weather the next day.
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Other indicators
Moisture: People of the region understood the
relationship between humidity and precipitation
and utilized various attributes for assessing
humidity.
Elderly persons of the region generally carried a
small bag of tambaku (tobacco) for hukka
(traditional smoking pipe). Moisture over the hukka
was considered to indicate rain. Moisture on dried
chillies or tobacco leaves indicated high humidity
and thus imminent rain.
Soil moisture was also assessed by people by
physically crumbling the soil with hand and
observing its structure and dryness. This was done
before deciding upon the timing of sowing or
transplantation of seedlings.
To check the soil moisture people turned over the
stones near river or hill side or under the shade of
the tree. Moist soil under the stone during spring and
summer season was considered to indicate that the
summer rain was approaching.
Bubbles in water during light rain were considered
to indicate more rain. In case the bubbles appeared
during morning showers it was considered to
indicate that the rain would last the whole day.
If the water falls down while taking out for washing
hands and legs it was considered to indicate rain.
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Despite fast densifying and improving
meteorological network weather forecasts are still
not available at local level. In such a situation
amalgamation of traditional genius of the people
with the observed instrumental data could bring
forth a mechanism for eﬀective assessment of
weather conditions at local level and besides
empowering the masses at grassroots level this
would help them in diverse ways; safety from
extreme weather events to programming their
farming schedule.
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CHAPTER-7
Flood protection
Unexpected presence of water in areas where it
interferes with human comfort and convenience is
generally referred to as lood situation. Water of
rivers and streams in the hills, as also in the plains, is
generally contained within certain geographical
limits by physiographic conditions of the area and is
referred to as river or stream bed.
This containment of water is generally through
levees and banks. Rules of nature or low dynamics
however provide streams and rivers liberty of
breaching their banks and levees under certain
conditions and in such a situation water spreads
over a large area, often referred to as lood plain. This
is no new phenomenon and rivers and streams have
all through been looding and devastating nearby
areas.
Flood was a routine feature of some streams and
rivers but for others it was an event with a long
return period. In such a situation fading aﬀect bias
ruled out possibility of people being aware of
previous lood incidences in the surrounding area.
Unaware of lood vulnerability of the area and armed
with acquired con idence of generations people
however started to settle down in close proximity of
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streams and rivers and were exposed to lood risk
that was traditionally averted by the people of this
region.
Abnormal discharge caused either by heavy and
prolonged rainfall in the watershed area or sudden
release of large volume of water in the waterway due
to one or the other reason resulted in lood situation
adversely aﬀecting human interests.
Topography of the hills generally promoted quick
runoﬀ of the atmospheric precipitation and these
areas were normally not expected to experience
lood like situation. Experience of previous some
decades however suggests that during instances of
abnormal discharge there could often be sudden
and unexpected rise in the water level of streams and
rivers in the hills.

In some cases, particularly during spells of
extremely heavy rainfall and breach of landslide
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dams, there had been sudden gush of water along
high gradient streams and rivers of the hills,
commonly referred to as lash lood.
Enhanced carrying capacity of water due to high
velocity and increased density of water in these
circumstances resulted in choking of the stream
course and consequent unexpected erosion and
diversion of water to areas that were generally
considered safe during lood event.
Based on previous similar incidences the people of
the region considered sudden decrease in stream
discharge as being a bad omen and indicative of
some major catastrophe. Based upon this acumen
the inhabitants of the villages along Bhagirathi
vacated their houses after Kanodia Gad landslide
near Dabrani on 4th August, 1978 and loss of life was
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averted during subsequent loods caused by the
breach of the landslide dam on 6th and 10th August,
1978.
In the hills most agricultural land was on middle and
lower slopes of the hill with signi icant proportion
being in close proximity of streams and rivers.
Except for few exceptions sources of water were also
located on middle and lower slopes of the hill and
apart from those at the top of the hill most places of
worship were also in the proximity of streams and
rivers. Despite this, the people of the region
generally did not settle down close to streams and
rivers and chose a place over irm ground and on
higher reaches for habitation. This protected these
people from loods apart from providing strategic
advantage as activities over a large geographical
area could easily be monitored from these places.
Apart from habitation on higher ground the people
of many places in the region migrated to higher
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reaches during the rainy season. This shielded these
people from the wrath of both landslide and lood.
Sudden rise in lood induced losses in the region
during the previous decade can therefore be better
understood by studying changing human settlement
pattern in the hills.
Most roads in the region being aligned close to rivers
and proximity to the motor road besides adding to
convenience also provided a number of employment
and business opportunities. Moreover with most
building material being transported from the plains,
construction in the proximity of road head became
relatively less expensive as cost of manual
transportation made construction burdensome at
places far oﬀ from the road head.
This induced people to settle down in the proximity
of streams and rivers and over river terraces that
were not considered it for human habitation and
traditionally utilised only for agricultural purposes.
This resulted in these being turned into thickly
populated habitations.
Moreover due to various reasons carrying capacity
of mountain streams and rivers is getting depleted
while the eroded or excavated material reaching the
river bed is fast increasing. Resultant rise of river
bed has further increased vulnerability of
habitations along the river bank. Uttarkashi town is
facing this problem.
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CHAPTER-8
Landslide management
Flash lood, landslide, drought and earthquake were
main hazards challenging human existence in this
region. Of these the reasons of the former three were
relatively easy to ascertain and attributed to
excessive presence and scarcity of water.
Landslide is downslope movement of rock, soil and
debris under the impact of gravity. An external
trigger is invariably required for initiating a
landslide and water is often present in the moving
rock-debris mass in varying proportions but the
movement could well be in dry condition as well. The
term landslide encompasses ive modes of slope
movement; falls, topples, slides, spreads, and low.
These are further subdivided by the type of geologic
material (bedrock, debris, or earth). Debris lows
(commonly referred to as mud low or mudslide) and
rock fall are examples of common landslide types.
Landslide is an important slope modifying process in
the hills and there is nothing abnormal in its
occurrence. Landslides promote soil formation and
large proportion of agricultural ields in the hills are
developed over old stabilized landslides.
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Landslide mitigation measures
Apart from recharge–discharge relationship of
water, the people residing in this region understood
the relationship between excessive rains, ensuing
saturation of soil mass and occurrence of landslides.
With their experience and accumulated knowledge
these people thus deduced that landslides could be
prevented by avoiding presence of excess water on
the hill slopes or by quickly draining oﬀ the same.
Jungle gools: Landslides often take place at a certain
place repeatedly and with keen observation of the
slope conditions these people devised an algorithm
for assessing the susceptibility of slope failure or
identifying vulnerable slopes. Armed with this
knowledge and understanding these people
developed ways of averting landslides and
minimising losses caused by these.
In order to restrict the built up of pore water
pressure, particularly around identi ied vulnerable
locations, these people devised the technique of
disposing rainwater into the drainage channels
located in close proximity through a network of
horizontally disposed jungle gools (stone lines
canals) constructed and maintained for this very
purpose in the upper reaches of the identi ied
vulnerable location.
These structures prevented entry of large
proportion of rainwater into the identi ied
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vulnerable slope and thus helped in maintaining the
pore water pressure within the threshold limits and
thereby reducing chances of slope instability.
Remnants of these stone lined jungle gools can be
seen around Ransi and other places in
Madhyamaheshwar and Kali Ganga valleys.
Construction, repair and upkeep of these structures
was the responsibility of the community and special
eﬀorts were put in before the onset of monsoon
period to ensure their ef icient functioning.
Landslide occurrence of 1998 in Madhyamaheshwar
and Kali Ganga valleys can well be researched in the
light of breakdown of this tradition of constructing
and maintaining jungle gools.
Terrace farming: Not appreciating hard work put in
by the people of the region we many a times tend to
think that terraced ields have always been there in
the region. The terraces were however developed
particularly over old stabilised landslide debris for
agricultural purposes.
Though done primarily for augmenting area under
agriculture, the agricultural terraces at the same
time improved stability of the hill slopes. Even today
terracing is the most widely used technique for
stabilising landslide prone slopes and one can very
well argue if the same is not motivated by the
tradition of the hilly regions.
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With high rate of migration from the region large
tracts of hitherto cultivated lands are presently lying
barren. Little attention is therefore paid to routine
maintenance of the agricultural terraces. Wear and
tear of the retaining walls together with lack of
routine upkeep is observed to be responsible for the
initiation of landslides at many places. Particularly
during heavy rainfall events, the soil behind the
damaged retaining walls of the terraces starts to
low downslope and this high density fast moving
luid causes heavy erosion and takes the shape of a
landslide at a short distance. Such incidences would
have been avoided if the agricultural terraces were
maintained as before.
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Unbunded far lung ields: During rainy reason
people observed washing oﬀ of top soil of the
agricultural terraces with rainwater making the
downslope low muddy and turbid. They also
observed depleted productivity of ields exposed to
prolonged erosion. For conserving the top soil
people therefore started to build earthen bunds
along the outer edges of the terraces and plant these
with vegetation.
Despite this these people clearly recognised that
prolonged stagnation of water in the terraces due to
these bunds could destabilise these. Provision of
draining out water from the terraces during spells of
continued rains was therefore resorted to.
It was for this reason that bunds were often not
provided in far lung and hard to manage
agricultural ields. This was part of a planned
strategy of the people of this region to rule out
possibility of stagnation of water in these and thus to
avoid chances of their getting destabilised. For easy
draining out of rainwater, these far lung ields were
often maintained as being outward sloping.
Settlement over higher ground: Despite the
economy of the region being traditionally dependent
upon agriculture that was generally practiced in
middle and lower valley slopes, people of the region
never settled down in the proximity of streams and
rivers. They always chose irm ground in the upper
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slopes for habitation even though both the sources of
water and agricultural lands were located on middle
and lower slopes of the valley.
The people thus settled down at higher locations
that were safe from both landslides and lash loods.
These locations at the same time provided strategic
advantage. During times when internal strife was
high one could keep track of the movement of the
adversaries over a large geographical area from
these higher locations and ensure safety of the
community.
The people thus willingly accepted the challenge of
traversing long distances on daily basis for various
agricultural pursuits as also for fetching water.
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Unlike us they thus accorded priority to safety over
comfort and convenience.
Settling down away from the streams and rivers
could not have however been possible without
mastering the art of groundwater exploitation that
was a breakthrough in the growth of habitations in
this rugged terrain.
Moreover based on knowledge of seismic wave
behaviour we know that the impact of earthquakes is
relatively more over soft surface rather than that
over rocky ground. This fact was revealed by Greek
philosopher Aristotle in 350 BC and the people living
in the region might also be aware of this fact.
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Seasonal migration: People in many areas of the
region had two habitations and migrated to higher
ground during the monsoon period together with
their animals. This ensured safety of the people
during monsoons from both loods and landslides.
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CHAPTER-9
Earthquake safety
Sudden vibrations felt on the surface of earth
generally caused by the rupture of crustal blocks are
referred to as earthquake and the people of
Uttarakhand identify these as chalak in local
parlance which implies that the region had been
routinely shaken by earthquakes and these are no
new phenomenon for the region despite the fact that
the memory of the masses fails to recollect any major
earthquake event in this region prior to 1991.
Geographical extent of the aﬀected area during an
earthquake incidence depends upon magnitude,
depth of hypocentre and geological con iguration of
the area but earthquake by itself does not kill anyone
and people are in fact killed by the collapse of
structures. The fundamental premise of earthquake
safety therefore relies upon the possibility of
avoiding loss of human lives by ensuring safety of the
structures. This is considered the most eﬀective
method of seismic safety even today.
People residing in this earthquake prone region
based upon their experience and accumulated
knowledge understood the seriousness of
earthquake threat looming large over the region
together with the above earthquake safety premise
in a far better manner and focussed attention on
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ensuring safety of structures and developing an
earthquake safe construction strategy well suited to
the ground realities of the region.

Tradition of Multistoried houses
Despite often experiencing earthquake tremors
multistoried houses were common in this region and
apart from the cattle sheds (channi in local parlance)
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one can hardly locate a single storied traditional
house in the region even today.
There at the same time exist unique words for
identifying as many as four diﬀerent loors in both
the local dialects of the region; Kumaoni (ground
loor, goth; irst loor, chaak; second loor, paan; third
loor, chaj) and Garhwali (ground loor, kholi; irst
loor, manjua; second loor, baund; third loor,
baraur).
In Yamuna and Bhagirathi valleys of Garhwal region
four to ive storied traditional structures are
commonly observed and amongst these four storied
are called chaukhat and ive storied panchapura.
Unless often required a unique word is not
incorporated in any language. Accordingly we do
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not have unique words for many a things such as
train, revolver and the like in Hindi because we never
required these very often. Presence of distinct words
in local dialect conclusively proves common
occurrence of multistoried houses in the region.
Recollect if there are some unique words in your
region to identify diﬀerent loors of a house and
reporting the same would help us improve this
narration.
Issues relating to structural instability however start
to crop in with increase in the height of the
structures and special provisions have to be
undertaken to keep the centre of gravity of high rise
structures close to the ground surface. But for these
speci ic provisions high rise structures are sure to
collapse during an earthquake event.
Based on our earthquake engineering knowledge we
at the same time know that tall structures face
additional shear forces during an earthquake event
and if these are not successfully transferred to
ground tall structures are liable to be damaged or
razed to ground.

Antiquity of the houses
Wood utilised in the construction of two prototype
multistoried houses at Koti and Guna in Yamuna
valley was utilised for radiocarbon (C14) dating so as
to assess the time of construction of these houses.
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The radiocarbon ages as determined by Birbal Sahni
Institute of Palaeosciences (BSIP), Lucknow are
880+90 and 728+60 years before present. These
houses were thus constructed 668–970 years before
present.
It is important to note that the people residing in this
region could at that time assess the forces likely to
act upon these structures during an earthquake
event and design these accordingly despite the
world getting introduced to the concept of force by
Sir Isaac Newton (1643-1727) much later.
Seismic performance of these structures has been
veri ied by Mw 7.7 Garhwal Earthquake of 1803 that
caused structural damage to Bara Imambara at
Lucknow besides that to Qutub Minar in Delhi,
Masjid in Mathura and Fort at Aligarh.
These age old structures have witnessed many
earthquakes and in the absence of elements of
earthquake safety these would have long been razed
to ground.

Earthquake safety basics
Even today while discussing anything about
earthquake safety irst and foremost thing stressed
upon is that the earthquake does not kill but
buildings do.
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It is a fact that of the 25.8 lakh persons killed due to
earthquakes around the globe in the previous 120
years and many more altogether, not a single person
has been killed by ground shaking induced by
earthquake. All these persons have been killed due
to the collapse of structures as also by other related
incidences such as tsunami, landslide and ire. In
such a situation if the structures are constructed
using a technology or technique that ensures their
safety during an earthquake event no one is to be
killed during an earthquake.
Earthquake safe construction thus still remains the
guiding principle for ensuring earthquake safety.
Based on experience and accumulated knowledge of
generations the people living in this earthquake
prone region understood this basic premise of
earthquake safety quite early and dedicated all their
knowledge and skill in developing a technique that
ensured safety of structures during an earthquake
incidence.
It is only on the strength of this technique that
multistoried houses of the region could survive
several high magnitude earthquakes.

Earthquake safe construction
The people of this region resorted to agriculture over
middle and lower slopes of the hills. On the lower
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slopes they practiced agriculture over river terraces
while on the middle slopes colluvial material was
terraced for this purpose. In the hills sources of
water were also located on middle and lower slopes
of the hills. Despite agriculture and water both being
located in middle and lower slopes the people of the
region traditionally preferred higher ground over in
situ rocks for habitation.
These people thus consciously accepted the
challenge of negotiating tough mountainous terrain
on routine basis for agricultural operations as also
for fetching water but did not compromise with the
safety of their community.
The decision of these people to settle down over irm
ground on upper slopes provided safety against
earthquakes as based on our knowledge of the
behaviour of seismic waves we know that
ampli ication of the earthquake waves over loose
ground enhances ground shaking and ensuing
losses. Moreover this fact was revealed by Greek
philosopher and polymath Aristotle (384-322 BC) in
350 BC and there thus exists no reason for us to
doubt ingenuity of these people.
Settling down over irm ground was however no
guarantee of ruling out earthquake induced losses,
particularly during high intensity ground shaking.
Moreover rather than being satis ied with this
partial safety cover the people wanted a mechanism
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that ensured complete safety from the earthquake
threat.
Armed with the zeal to protect their community
these people experimented with locally available
building material and evolved a unique architectural
style that exhibited structural evolution trends
w h e r e b y d r y s t o n e m a s o n r y, a s a l s o
stone–lime/mud/clay mortar masonry were
judiciously used with abundantly available wood to
provide appropriate strength and lexibility to the
structures.
Armed with their experience and accumulated
knowledge and experimenting with diﬀerent
construction methodologies these people devised ive
principles of construction so as to ensure better
performance and safety of structures during an
earthquake event.
st

1 Principle; habitation at right
place: These people realised site
selection as being the most important
aspect of the safety of any building.
Even today before initiating structural
works suitability of the site for siting
the proposed building is assured
through geo-technical investigations
that include assessment of bearing capacity of the
ground.
The inhabitants of this region also resorted to
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something similar. Based upon their experience and
accumulated knowledge of generations some
persons amongst them mastered the art of
commenting on the suitability of the site selected for
construction based on an objective algorithm that
correlated physical properties of the soil of the
proposed site with one best suited for siting the
proposed structure. Apart from their intuition these
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persons relied upon texture, composition, smell,
colour and presence of humus and moisture in the
soil to comment upon suitability of the site for
construction.
These people were highly respected by the
community and their advice was religiously adhered
to.
This practice was prevalent until recently,
particularly in the remote areas. With changed
ground realities the common man was however not
left with many options to choose from for
constructing the house. Moreover, other related
interests relegated safety to the background and
preference in site selection was increasingly
accorded to considerations related to convenience,
ease of access, commercial opportunities and the
like. The traditional practice resorted to for site
selection was therefore slowly lost.
This was something akin to the practice of
commenting upon ailment of a person by solely
observing one's pulse and the same is widely
practiced even today despite all sophisticated
diagnostic tools. We therefore have no logic in
outright rejecting this age old practice of site
selection.
Research on this important aspect has the potential
of providing a cost eﬀective and easy methodology of
site selection, particularly for small structures.
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2 nd Principle; irm foundation:
After site selection foundation is the
most important component for the
structural safety of any building. It is
the foundation that bears entire load
of the structure and any lapse in its
construction is sure to jeopardise
the safety of the structure.
It is a common knowledge that centre of gravity and
centre of mass of an object moves away from ground
surface with increase in its height infusing instability
in the object and the same is to topple down even
with slightest application of force.
Structural engineers often utilise the design of
foundation to overcome this problem in high rise
buildings. This is the reason why the dug foundation
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of high rise buildings is often illed up after
placement of raft related reinforcement deep below
the superstructure.
The people of the region understood this basic
premise and accordingly put in place certain rules
for the layout and construction of the foundation of
the structures. Appreciating the need of special
measures for keeping centre of gravity and centre of
mass close to the ground, particularly in high rise
building these people sited such buildings over
raised and elaborate stone illed solid platforms that
were the continuation of illed in foundation trench
above the ground. In case of in situ rocks being
exposed the platform was raised directly over these.
The height of such platforms constructed using dry
stone masonry varied between 6 and 12 feet above
the ground.
Massive solid platform at the base of the structure
helped in keeping the centre of gravity and centre of
mass in close proximity and close to the ground
which minimized overturning eﬀect of the
structures during seismic loading.
The foundation of commonly constructed houses
was generally dug until irm ground or in situ rocks
were reached. These people at the same time left the
dug foundation exposed for some rainy seasons
before beginning the construction which kept the
structures free of settlement cracks that are
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becoming increasingly common in present day
constructions.
3 r d Principle; simplicity and
limited openings: Simplicity of the
structure is often stressed upon as
being an essential attribute of
e a r t h q u a ke s a fe c o n s t r u c t i o n .
Understanding this premise the
people of this region constructed
buildings on a simple rectangular
plan with length and width varying between 4 and 8
meters and the ratio of the two sides of the building
ranging between 1.1 and 1.4. Height of the buildings
above the platform was also traditionally restricted
to double the length of the shorter side.
These are in keeping with the present day provisions
of the building codes that prescribe buildings with a
simple rectangular plan and symmetrical both with
respect to mass and rigidity so as to minimize
torsion and stress concentration.
Openings infuse weakness in the walls and therefore
codes recommend openings to be limited to one
third of the length of the wall together with
additional reinforcement around the openings. All
the traditional houses of the region had a single
small entry and relatively small openings. Strong
wooden empanelment was also provided around all
the openings to compensate for the loss of strength.
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Besides ensuring seismic safety small openings
helped in energy conservation. The traditional
houses of the region were thus solar passive or
energy ef icient.
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4th Principle; right joints: The
people of the region utilized both
nailed and housed joints to put
together wooden components
while integrity of walls was
ensured by the use of specially
carved out through stones and
corner stones that made sure that
the entire wall behaves as a unit
during seismic shaking.
All windows, doorways, ventilators and loor-joists in
the traditional houses were joined to the wooden logs
incorporated in the walls that provided additional
safety to the structure.
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5 t h Principle; load transfer:
Experimenting with the precepts of
seismic safety the people of this
region mastered the art of
meticulously using wood and stone
pieces of diﬀerent shapes and sizes
for the construction of the walls of
the houses so as to improve their
seismic performance.
Provision of wooden beams was provided in all the
traditional structures but the art of raising walls of
traditional multistoried structures was particularly
elaborate. These were raised by placing double
wooden logs horizontally on the edge of the two
parallel sides of the platform with thickness of the
walls being determined by the width of the logs. The
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other two walls were raised with well-dressed lat
stones to the surface level of the logs placed on the
other two sides. The walls were further raised by
placing heavy, lat, dressed stones upon the wooden
logs on the two sides and by placing another pair of
wooden logs upon the stones on the other two
opposite sides.
The four walls of the structure were thus raised
using wooden logs and dressed up lat stones
alternately. The structure was further reinforced
with the help of wooden beams ixed alternately and
running from the middle of the walls of one side to
the other, intersecting at the center. This
arrangement divided the structure into four parts
and provided for joists supporting the loorboards in
each loor of the building.
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Traditional multi storied structures were thus
constructed on somewhat similar principles
governing construction of present day framed
structures. The wooden frame of the traditional
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houses was thus inalized before illing up of the
intervening voids with dressed stone pieces.
On the two sides of the multistoried structure
wooden beams were often provided from outside.
These beams inserted from above were seismic keys
that enhanced seismic performance of these
structures.
The people of this region thus paid special attention
to the construction of high rise structures and salient
features of the technology used were also utilised in
other constructions.
Wood being strong yet lightweight, oﬀered distinct
advantage as a structural material and enhanced
earthquake performance of these buildings as
ground accelerations were unable to generate as
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much energy in wooden buildings as in other
buildings. As an added advantage, wood-frame
systems lexed more than other materials, thus
absorbing and dissipating energy.
It is based on the strength of these earthquake safety
measures developed by the people over generations
that multistoried houses of the region could
survived many earthquakes including the one of
1803 that caused damage as far as Delhi, Lucknow,
Agra and Mathura.

Transmission of the acquired knowledge
Due to long return period of earthquakes these
people had no opportunity of frequently observing
a n d s t u dy i n g s e i s m o g e n i c d a m a g e s . L o n g
quiescence between successive earthquakes also
made it dif icult to validate the ef icacy of the
changes made in the structural design of buildings
for improving their seismic performance.
This mandated detailed documentation of both, the
changes made in structural design or the structural
design utilised for construction of the buildings and
performance of these buildings during subsequent
earthquake or losses incurred to these building.
Due to transmission losses doing so through oral
tradition alone was not possible. No written record
related to earthquake induced losses or design
characteristics of the buildings has however been
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discovered. It is therefore dif icult to comment
precisely on the methodology adopted by these
people for evolving the design of earthquake safe
structures. They would have certainly resorted to
some form of documentation that remains to be
discovered.

Earthquake early warning
People of the region, based upon their experience
believed that the animals, birds and insects could
sense the approaching earthquake waves well in
advance. This was believed to induce abnormal
behaviour in these and the same was considered an
indicator of an imminent earthquake.
It was also believed by the people that a few minutes
prior to the earthquake, everything becomes
completely still (no movement and no sound); no
chirping and lying around of birds, insects ceasing
to make noise and stop to move around and there is
total silence and stillness.
This unusual calm was considered by the people of
this region as being an indication of approaching
seismic threat.
Seconds before the earthquake it was believed that
the dogs start to howl and other animals too become
agitated and restless. After the earthquake had
passed, similar silence was repeated for a couple of
minutes.
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CHAPTER-10
Road accidents
Data suggests that road accident is increasingly
becoming a major cause of concern for the state as
the toll of human lives due to these far surpasses that
of natural disasters.The same is evident from the
accompanying table that summaries human lives
Year
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
Total
Average

Deaths due to
Deaths due to
road accidents natural calamities
90
74
19
202
57
400
543
77
66
278
354
220
68
251
176
361
4218
290
203
66
329
53
125
107
290
111
602
101
397
100
4715
5513
314
368

(2005-19)

Average

316

(2005-12 and 2014-19)
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lost in Uttarakhand due to road accidents and
natural calamities in the period 2005 – 2019.
It is important to note that the region is visited by
large number of persons, particularly during the
yatra season that coincides with the monsoon
period; Yatra being locally referred to as pilgrimage
to Badrinath, Kedarnath, Gangotri and Yamunotri.
Most of these people are not conversant or
acquainted with driving in the hills. Fatigue
associated with driving in the hills together with
steep gradient, high sinuosity and not so good
condition of the roads have been held responsible for
increased incidences of road accidents in the region.
Due to peculiar local conditions road accidents often
take place around a given stretch of road. In order to
tackle the menace of road accidents people of the
region resorted to construction of temples of local
deities at identi ied road accident prone sites.
The motorists often stop at these places to pay their
regards and those not sopping invariably slow down
the speed and bow their heads. The response of the
indigenous people has thus helped in reducing the
chances of accidents at these places.
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CHAPTER-11
Present Scenario and way forward
Responding to emerging exigencies communities
living in this hazard prone and resource scarce
terrain, based upon their experience, accumulated
knowledge and ingenuity developed and ine-tuned
their resource management practices and life support
strategies, so as to (i) protect their interests, (ii)
maximise the bene its of limited available resources,
and (iii) ensure continuity of their communities.
It is on the strength of the resource management
practices of these people that the economy of the
region produced enough surplus to enable every
household to invest in the construction of
multistoried pucca house.
Traditional practices and customary rules provided
certain advantages and bene its to the community
and therefore these were voluntarily followed.
Individual's dependence upon community for the
satisfaction of various social, psychological, religious
and customary ends further reinforced abidance of
these rules by one and all.
Socio-economic and political changes over the
passage of time however diminished individual
dependence upon community which in turn resulted
in reduced social solidarity.
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The services that people used to muster with the
involvement of the community thus came to be
l o o ke d u p o n a s b e i n g s t a te o r i n d iv i d u a l
responsibility. This became evident in every aspect
of life from marriage to maintenance of community
structures. In such a situation it became hard to
ensure compliance of traditional customs and
practices and these were slowly relegated to the
back seat and remained pertinent only for the sake of
ful illing customary rituals.
Breakdown of traditional resource management
practices had adverse impact on the economy of the
region and people were forced to migrate in search
of employment opportunities or business so as to
substantiate household incomes. The family of the
migrants however stayed back in the villages and
remittances sent back home for the sustainance of
the family fuelled the economy of the region.
Moreover, most people also returned back home
after retirement.
Surplus producing economy of this erstwhile
prosperous region thus became dependent upon
remittances and was popularly dubbed as being
money order economy.
This however did not last for long and with the
passage of time for reasons attributed mostly to
better education, convenience and access to
healthcare entire family started to migrate from the
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villages and no family member was left behind. In
such a situation there remained no reason for the
region to receive remittances. Negative population
growth rate of erstwhile cultural centres of the
region, Almora and Pauri, is enough to reveal
seriousness of the situation.
Apart from other reasons, fast increasing disaster
incidences in the region also fuelled migration from
the region. Increased frequency of disaster
incidences being attributed to breakdown of the
traditional resource management practices, the
region was thus trapped in a vicious circle.
Review of the disaster induced losses in present
times; 2010, 2012 and 2013 in Uttarakhand reveals
these to have incurred in close proximity of the
rivers and streams; Asi Ganga, Bhagirathi,
Alaknanda, Mandakini, Pinder and Kali. Large
proportion of these incidences involved severe
erosion of the luvial terraces devastating locations
in the proximity of rivers and streams due to the
loods.
Though utilised for agricultural purposes
habitations were traditionally far away from these
places over higher and irm ground. Alignment of the
transport network along the rivers however induced
people to ignore the traditional wisdom and settle
down in close proximity of the rivers. Economic
opportunities, ease of access and convenience
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further promoted this trend. This at the same time
saved the cost of site development and material
transportation. This was however a major
compromise on safety and was not in keeping with
the tradition.
Despite having rich tradition of earthquake safe
construction and most people still accepting
traditional houses as being cosy, comfortable and
better suited to the climatic conditions of the region,
proliferation of cement based construction practices
even in the remote areas has enhanced seismic
vulnerability of the region.
Driven by high social status that has come to be
associated with cement based construction ones not
in a position to undertake new construction have
replaced the roof of their traditional houses with
concrete slab. Dif iculty in mustering traditional
building material; stone and wood, due to growing
environmental consciousness has also been
responsible for this trend.
With masses loosing interest in traditional
construction elements of local architecture were lost
at a fast pace; lack of patronage forced traditional
masons to switch over to cement based construction.
This change in building material did not however
accompany technology transfer and capacity
building of masons in the use of new construction
material; brick, cement, concrete and RCC. This
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further added to the seismic vulnerability of the
region.
Structural details, as also architectural aspects of the
traditional structures have not so far been studied
and postponing this could be too late to document
these.
Traditional landslide and water management
practices have already become defunct and people of
the region have already stopped growing traditional
grains and using traditional crop management
practices.
Traditional resource management practices
certainly shielded the communities living in this
region from the wrath of natural hazards and
ensured their continuity. With various socioeconomic changes most practices have however
become non-functional and with no formal means of
ensuring their continuity these would be hard to
retrieve in times to come.
For sustainable management of disasters in the
region it is urgently required that the traditional
practices be documented, researched and innovated
in the light of modern knowledge as also evolving
social needs so as to make these more eﬀective,
pertinent and acceptable. Having an appeal to little
tradition of the people these innovations would be
easily popularized amongst the masses and their
voluntary compliance would be assured.
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We have to understand that innovating upon
traditional prctices alone can provide us low cost,
reliable, easy to maintain and socially acceptable
risk reduction solutions. This is important to note
that solutions, technologies and techniques
imported from an altogether diﬀerent socio-cultural
and geographical background is not going to be
sustainable in the long run.
Till now the scienti ic community has not recognised
existence and ef icacy of traditional knowledge.
Research into this subject of high social relevance
however has the potential of bringing forth
innovative and low cost disaster risk reduction
solutions. Serious review of traditional practices is
therefore warranted.
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